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Seeing Red—Hollywood's Pixeled Skins Dec 13 2020 At once informative, comic, and plaintive, Seeing
Red—Hollywood’s Pixeled Skins is an anthology of critical reviews that reexamines the ways in which
American Indians have traditionally been portrayed in film. From George B. Seitz’s 1925 The Vanishing
American to Rick Schroder’s 2004 Black Cloud, these 36 reviews by prominent scholars of American
Indian Studies are accessible, personal, intimate, and oftentimes autobiographic. Seeing
Red—Hollywood’s Pixeled Skins offers indispensible perspectives from American Indian cultures to
foreground the dramatic, frequently ridiculous difference between the experiences of Native peoples
and their depiction in film. By pointing out and poking fun at the dominant ideologies and perpetuation
of stereotypes of Native Americans in Hollywood, the book gives readers the ability to recognize both
good filmmaking and the dangers of misrepresenting aboriginal peoples. The anthology offers a method
to historicize and contextualize cinematic representations spanning the blatantly racist, to the wellintentioned, to more recent independent productions. Seeing Red is a unique collaboration by scholars
in American Indian Studies that draws on the stereotypical representations of the past to suggest ways
of seeing American Indians and indigenous peoples more clearly in the twenty-first century.
The Toughest Indian in the World Jan 26 2022 “Stunning” short stories by the National Book
Award–winning author of The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven (The Atlanta JournalConstitution). In this bestselling volume of stories, National Book Award winner Sherman Alexie
challenges readers to see Native American Indians as the complex, modern, real people they are. The
tender and tenacious tales of The Toughest Indian in the World introduce us to the one-hundredeighteen-year-old Etta Joseph, former co-star and lover of John Wayne, and to the unnamed narrator of
the title story, a young Indian journalist searching for togetherness one hitchhiker at a time. Countless
other brilliant creations leap from Alexie’s mind in these nine stories. Upwardly mobile Indians yearn for
a more authentic life, married Indian couples push apart while still cleaving together, and ordinary,
everyday Indians hunt for meaning in their lives. The Toughest Indian in the World combines anger,
humor, and beauty into radiant fictions, fiercely imagined, from one of America’s greatest writers. This
ebook features an illustrated biography including rare photos from the author’s personal collection.
Black Eagle Child Mar 16 2021 Mixing prose and poetry, ancient traditions and modern sensibilities,
this brilliant, profane, and poignant coming-of-age story is a masterpiece of Native American literature
At a Thanksgiving party held in a Bureau of Indian Affairs gymnasium, the elders of the Meskwaki
Settlement in central Iowa sip coffee while the teenagers plot their escape. Edgar Bearchild and Ted
Facepaint, too broke to join their friends for a night of drinking in a nearby farm town, decide to attend a
ceremonial gathering of the Well-Off Man Church, a tribal sect with hallucinogenic practices. After

partaking of the congregation’s sacred star medicine, Edgar receives a prophetic vision and comes to a
newfound understanding of his people’s past and present that will ultimately reshape the course of his
life. Set against the backdrop of the tumultuous 1960s, Black Eagle Child is the story of Edgar’s
passage from boyhood to manhood, from his youthful misadventures with Ted, to his year at prestigious
liberal arts college in California, to his return to Iowa and success as a poet. Deftly crossing genre
boundaries and weaving together a multitude of tones and images—from grief to humor, grape Jell-O to
supernatural strobe lights—it is also an unforgettable portrait of what it means to be a Native American
in the modern world.
You Don't Have to Say You Love Me Nov 11 2020 Sweet, bookish Neve Slater always plays by the
rules. And the number one rule is that good-natured fat girls like her don't get guys like gorgeous,
handsome William, heir to Neve's heart since university. But William's been in LA for three years, and
Neve's been slimming down and re-inventing herself so that when he returns, he'll fall head over heels
in love with the new, improved her. So she's not that interested in other men. Until her sister Celia
points out that if Neve wants William to think she's an experienced love-goddess and not the fumbling,
awkward girl he left behind, then she'd better get some, well, experience. What Neve needs is someone
to show her the ropes, someone like Celia's colleague Max. Wicked, shallow, sexy Max. And since he's
such a man-slut, and so not Neve's type, she certainly won't fall for him. Because William is the man for
her... right? Somewhere between losing weight and losing her inhibitions, Neve's lost her heart - but to
who?
Reservation Blues May 30 2022 Winner of the American Book Award and the Murray Morgan Prize,
Sherman Alexie’s brilliant first novel tells a powerful tale of Indians, rock ’n’ roll, and redemption Coyote
Springs is the only all-Indian rock band in Washington State—and the entire rest of the world. Thomas
Builds-the-Fire takes vocals and bass guitar, Victor Joseph hits lead guitar, and Junior Polatkin rounds
off the sound on drums. Backup vocals come from sisters Chess and Checkers Warm Water. The band
sings its own brand of the blues, full of poverty, pain, and loss—but also joy and laughter. It all started
one day when legendary bluesman Robert Johnson showed up on the Spokane Indian Reservation
with a magical guitar, leaving it on the floor of Thomas Builds-the-Fire’s van after setting off to climb
Wellpinit Mountain in search of Big Mom. In Reservation Blues, National Book Award winner Alexie
vaults with ease from comedy to tragedy and back in a tour-de-force outing powered by a collision of
cultures: Delta blues and Indian rock. This ebook features an illustrated biography including rare photos
from the author’s personal collection.
Woven Stone Jul 28 2019 Presents an omnibus of three of the poet's previous collections of verse,
which touch on such themes as the author's Native American heritage, his specific Pueblo culture, and
his work as a laborer in the uranium industry
Conversations with Sherman Alexie Jan 14 2021 A collection of interviews ranging from1993 to 2007
feature the author speaking about the themes and ideas behind his novels, screenplays, and poetry
collections.
Indian Killer Oct 11 2020
Blasphemy May 18 2021 Sherman Alexie’s stature as a writer has soared over the course of his twentybook, twenty-year career. His wide-ranging, acclaimed books, from The Lone Ranger and Tonto
Fistfight in Heaven to the PEN/Faulkner Award–winning War Dances, have established him as a star in
modern literature. In Blasphemy, the daring, versatile, funny, and outrageous Alexie showcases all his
talents. Half of the stories here are beloved classics, including ‘What You Pawn I Will Redeem’, ‘This Is
What It Means to Say Phoenix, Arizona’, ‘The Toughest Indian in the World’, and ‘War Dances’. The
other half are brand-new stories, fresh and quintessentially Alexie, about donkey basketball leagues,
lethal wind turbines, the reservation, marriage, and all species of contemporary American warriors. An
indispensable collection for devoted fans and first-time readers alike, Blasphemy reminds us, on every
thrilling page, why Sherman Alexie is one of America’s greatest contemporary writers and a true master
of the short story.
The Best American Poetry 2015 Jun 06 2020 Collects poems chosen by editor Sherman Alexie as the

best of 2015, featuring poets such as Sarah Arvio, Chen Chen, Andrew Kozma, and Terence Winch.
What I've Stolen, What I've Earned Dec 25 2021 Collects
First Indian on the Moon Mar 28 2022 Poetry. Native American Studies. FIRST INDIAN ON THE
MOON opens with the section "Influences": "where I have been/ most of my lives/ is where I'm
going/--Lucille Clifton". The stories and poems of Sherman Alexie, an enrolled Spokane/Coeur d'Alene
Indian from Wellpint, Washington, have appeared widely, in such publications as Caliban, Esquire, The
World, Beloit Poetry Journal, Red Dirt, Zyzzyva and Story. Alexie has won a National Endowment for
the Arts Writing Fellowship, and lives in Spokane. "These elegiac poems and stories will break your
heart. Watch this guy. He's making myth"--Joy Harjo.
Radioactive Love Song Feb 01 2020 William is young, passionate, and in love with fellow student
Maria. He even writes poetry about her. But Maria has been dating Kevin for the past four years, and
William has to settle for being her friend instead. When Kevin unexpectedly breaks up with her, Michael
seizes his chance and asks her to be his date to the Winter Formal.
Old Shirts & New Skins Aug 01 2022 A collection of poems dealing with the everyday experiences of
contemporary Native Americans
Imagic Moments Sep 29 2019 In Indigenous North American film Native Americans tell their own
stories and thereby challenge a range of political and historical contradictions, including egregious
misrepresentations by Hollywood. Although Indians in film have long been studied, especially as
characters in Hollywood westerns, Indian film itself has received relatively little scholarly attention. In
Imagic Moments Lee Schweninger offers a much-needed corrective, examining films in which the major
inspiration, the source material, and the acting are essentially Native. Schweninger looks at a selection
of mostly narrative fiction films from the United States and Canada and places them in historical and
generic contexts. Exploring films such as Powwow Highway, Smoke Signals, and Skins, he argues that
in and of themselves these films constitute and in fact emphatically demonstrate forms of resistance
and stories of survival as they talk back to Hollywood. Self-representation itself can be seen as a valid
form of resistance and as an aspect of a cinema of sovereignty in which the Indigenous peoples
represented are the same people who engage in the filming and who control the camera. Despite their
low budgets and often nonprofessional acting, Indigenous films succeed in being all the more engaging
in their own right and are indicative of the complexity, vibrancy, and survival of myriad contemporary
Native cultures.
The Soul of the Indian Apr 28 2022
Smoke Signals Feb 12 2021 Set in Arizona, Smoke Signals is the story of two Native American boys
on a journey. Victor is the stoic, handsome son of an alcoholic father who has abandoned his family.
Thomas is a gregarious, goofy young man who lost both his parents in a fire at a very young age.
Through storytelling, Thomas makes every effort to connect with the people around him: Victor, in
contrast, uses his quiet countenance to gain strength and confidence. When Victor's estranged father
dies, the two men embark on an adventure to Phoenix to collect the ashes. Along the way, Smoke
Signals illustrates the ties that bind these two very different young men and embraces the lessons they
learn from one another.
The Business of Fancydancing Oct 03 2022 Collects short stories and poems from the author, focusing
on life on a Native American reservation in eastern Washington state.
Engaged Resistance Dec 01 2019 From Sherman Alexie's films to the poetry and fiction of Louise
Erdrich and Leslie Marmon Silko to the paintings of Jaune Quick-To-See Smith and the sculpture of
Edgar Heap of Birds, Native American movies, literature, and art have become increasingly influential,
garnering critical praise and enjoying mainstream popularity. Recognizing that the time has come for a
critical assessment of this exceptional artistic output and its significance to American Indian and
American issues, Dean Rader offers the first interdisciplinary examination of how American Indian
artists, filmmakers, and writers tell their own stories. Beginning with rarely seen photographs,
documents, and paintings from the Alcatraz Occupation in 1969 and closing with an innovative reading
of the National Museum of the American Indian, Rader initiates a conversation about how Native

Americans have turned to artistic expression as a means of articulating cultural sovereignty, autonomy,
and survival. Focusing on figures such as author/director Sherman Alexie (Flight, Face, and Smoke
Signals), artist Jaune Quick-To-See Smith, director Chris Eyre (Skins), author Louise Erdrich (Jacklight,
The Last Report on the Miracles at Little No Horse), sculptor Edgar Heap of Birds, novelist Leslie
Marmon Silko, sculptor Allen Houser, filmmaker and actress Valerie Red Horse, and other writers
including Joy Harjo, LeAnne Howe, and David Treuer, Rader shows how these artists use aesthetic
expression as a means of both engagement with and resistance to the dominant U.S. culture. Raising a
constellation of new questions about Native cultural production, Rader greatly increases our
understanding of what aesthetic modes of resistance can accomplish that legal or political actions
cannot, as well as why Native peoples are turning to creative forms of resistance to assert deeply held
ethical values.
Obsession Apr 04 2020 The sestina (of medieval French origin) is a complex poetic form of 39 lines
(six sestets and a three-line "envoy") in which the six end-words (teleutons) of the lines of the first
sestet stanza are repeated in a specific order as teleutons in the five succeeding sestets. In the envoy,
the six teleutons are again picked up, one of them being buried in, and one finishing, each line.
Because of the complexity of the form, the sestina fell out of favor with poets for several decades.
However, a twenty-first century revival of the form is underway. This is the first anthology of sestinas
that showcases both traditional and innovative examples of the form by modern and contemporary
poets, award winners, and emerging writers alike. Organized by such themes as Americana; Art; Love
and Sex; and Memory, Contemplation, Retrospection, and Death, the collection also includes sestinas
with irregular teleutons and unconventional sestinas. An evocative introduction by Marilyn Krysl
acquaints readers with the form. The volume concludes with useful indexes of first lines and teleutons,
increasing access to the poems beyond the poets' names.
Ten Little Indians Oct 30 2019 Los Angeles Times Book Prize Finalist: A “stellar collection” of stories
about navigating life off the reservation, filled with laughter and heartbreak (People). In these lyrical,
affectionate tales from the author of The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian and The Lone
Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven, characters navigate the crossroads of culture, battle stereotypes,
and find themselves through everything from politics to basketball. Richard, the narrator of “Lawyer’s
League,” grows up in Seattle, the son of “an African American giant who played defensive end for the
University of Washington Huskies” and “a petite Spokane Indian ballerina.” A woman is caught in a
restaurant when a suicide bomb goes off in “Can I Get a Witness.” And Estelle Walks Above (née
Estelle Miller), studies her way off the Spokane Indian Reservation and goes on to both enjoy and
resent the company of the white women of Seattle—who see her as a shamanic genius, and look to her
for guidance on everything from sex and fashion to spirituality. These and the other “warm, revealing,
invitingly roundabout stories” in Ten Little Indians run the gamut from earthy wit to sobering emotional
truth, mapping the outer reaches of the human heart (The New York Times Book Review). From a New
York Times–bestselling and National Book Award–winning author, these tales, “rambunctious and
exuberant, bristle with an edgy and mordant humor” (Chicago Tribune). This ebook features an
illustrated biography including rare photos from the author’s personal collection.
Understanding Sherman Alexie Jul 20 2021 Offers a chronological examination of the work of the
Native American novelist, poet, filmmaker, and short story writer.
Unsettling Sights Oct 23 2021 Unsettling Sights: The Fourth World on Film examines the politics of
representing Aboriginality, in the process bringing frequently marginalized voices and visions, issues
and debates into the limelight. Corinn Columpar uses film theory, postcolonial theory, and Indigenous
theory to frame her discussion of the cinematic construction and transnational circulation of
Aboriginality. The result is a broad interdisciplinary analysis of how Indigeneity is represented in
cinema, supported by more than twenty rigorous and theoretically informed case studies of
contemporary feature films by both First- and Fourth-World filmmakers in the United States, Canada,
New Zealand, and Australia. Columpar relies heavily on textual analysis of the films but also explores
contextual issues in filmmaking such as funding, personnel, modes of production, and means of

distribution. Part one of Unsettling Sights focuses on contact narratives in which the Aboriginal subject
is constructed in reactive response to a colonizing or invading presence. Films such as The Piano and
The Proposition, wherein a white man “goes native,” and The New World and Map of the Human Heart,
which approach contact from the perspective of an Aboriginal character, serve as occasions to examine
the ways in which Aboriginal identities are negotiated within dominant cinema. Part two shifts the focus
from contact narratives to films that seek to define Aboriginality on its own terms, with reference to a
(lost) homeland and/or Indigenous practices of (hi)story-telling: while texts such as Once Were Warriors
and Smoke Signals foster an engagement with issues of deterritorialization, relocation, and
urbanization, discussion of beDevil, Atanarjuat, and The Business of Fancydancing, among others,
bring questions of voice, translation, and the relationship between cinema and oral tradition to the
forefront. Unsettling Sights is the first significant, scholarly examination of Aboriginality and cinema in
an international context and will be invaluable to scholars and students in many fields including cinema
studies, anthropology, critical race studies, cultural studies, and postcolonial studies.
The Business of Fancydancing Nov 04 2022 Screenplay of Sherman Alexie's second film, which Alexie
wrote, produced and directed. The film uses the same title as Alexie's debut collection of poems and
short stories.
Popular Contemporary Writers Feb 24 2022 Ninety-six alphabetically arranged author profiles include
biographical information, critical commentary, and illustrations.
We Never Hunted Buffalo Jan 02 2020 This study deals with the filmic self-representation of Native
Americans. It focuses on five contemporary features directed by indigenes, and it deconstructs the
ways in which they respond to the legacy of the Hollywood Indian. By telling their own cinematic stories,
Native Americans have taken up the battle against the century-old one-dimensional characterizations of
America's original peoples in the mainstream culture. These indigenous filmmakers highlight the variety
and complexity of modern Native America. (Series: MasteRResearch - Vol. 1)
Imagic Moments Mar 04 2020 In Indigenous North American film Native Americans tell their own
stories and thereby challenge a range of political and historical contradictions, including egregious
misrepresentations by Hollywood. Although Indians in film have long been studied, especially as
characters in Hollywood westerns, Indian film itself has received relatively little scholarly attention. In
Imagic Moments Lee Schweninger offers a much-needed corrective, examining films in which the major
inspiration, the source material, and the acting are essentially Native. Schweninger looks at a selection
of mostly narrative fiction films from the United States and Canada and places them in historical and
generic contexts. Exploring films such as Powwow Highway, Smoke Signals, and Skins, he argues that
in and of themselves these films constitute and in fact emphatically demonstrate forms of resistance
and stories of survival as they talk back to Hollywood. Self-representation itself can be seen as a valid
form of resistance and as an aspect of a cinema of sovereignty in which the Indigenous peoples
represented are the same people who engage in the filming and who control the camera. Despite their
low budgets and often nonprofessional acting, Indigenous films succeed in being all the more engaging
in their own right and are indicative of the complexity, vibrancy, and survival of myriad contemporary
Native cultures.
Encyclopedia of American Indian Literature Aug 21 2021 Presents an encyclopedia of American Indian
literature in an alphabetical format listing authors and their works.
Native Americans on Film Aug 09 2020 “An essential book for courses on Native film, indigenous
media, not to mention more general courses . . . A very impressive and useful collection.” —Randolph
Lewis, author of Navajo Talking Picture The film industry and mainstream popular culture are notorious
for promoting stereotypical images of Native Americans: the noble and ignoble savage, the pronounchallenged sidekick, the ruthless warrior, the female drudge, the princess, the sexualized maiden, the
drunk, and others. Over the years, Indigenous filmmakers have both challenged these representations
and moved past them, offering their own distinct forms of cinematic expression. Native Americans on
Film draws inspiration from the Indigenous film movement, bringing filmmakers into an intertextual
conversation with academics from a variety of disciplines. The resulting dialogue opens a myriad of

possibilities for engaging students with ongoing debates: What is Indigenous film? Who is an
Indigenous filmmaker? What are Native filmmakers saying about Indigenous film and their own work?
This thought-provoking text offers theoretical approaches to understanding Native cinema, includes
pedagogical strategies for teaching particular films, and validates the different voices, approaches, and
worldviews that emerge across the movement. “Accomplished scholars in the emerging field of Native
film studies, Marubbio and Buffalohead . . . focus clearly on the needs of this field. They do scholars
and students of Native film a great service by reprinting four seminal and provocative essays.” —James
Ruppert, author of Meditation in Contemporary Native American Literature “Succeed[s] in depicting the
complexities in study, teaching, and creating Native film . . . Regardless of an individual’s level of
knowledge and expertise in Native film, Native Americans on Film is a valuable read for anyone
interested in this topic.” —Studies in American Indian Literatures
Flight Apr 16 2021 From the National Book Award–winning author of The Absolutely True Diary of a
Part-Time Indian, the tale of a troubled boy’s trip through history. Half Native American and half Irish,
fifteen-year-old “Zits” has spent much of his short life alternately abused and ignored as an orphan and
ward of the foster care system. Ever since his mother died, he’s felt alienated from everyone, but,
thanks to the alcoholic father whom he’s never met, especially disconnected from other Indians. After
he runs away from his latest foster home, he makes a new friend. Handsome, charismatic, and
eloquent, Justice soon persuades Zits to unleash his pain and anger on the uncaring world. But picking
up a gun leads Zits on an unexpected time-traveling journey through several violent moments in
American history, experiencing life as an FBI agent during the civil rights movement, a mute Indian boy
during the Battle of Little Bighorn, a nineteenth-century Indian tracker, and a modern-day airplane pilot.
When Zits finally returns to his own body, “he begins to understand what it means to be the hero, the
villain and the victim. . . . Mr. Alexie succeeds yet again with his ability to pierce to the heart of matters,
leaving this reader with tears in her eyes” (The New York Times Book Review). Sherman Alexie’s
acclaimed novels have turned a spotlight on the unique experiences of modern-day Native Americans,
and here, the New York Times–bestselling author of The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven
and The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian takes a bold new turn, combining magical realism
with his singular humor and insight. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Sherman Alexie
including rare photos from the author’s personal collection.
The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian Nov 23 2021 Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells
the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to
take his future into his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an all-white
farm town high school where the only other Indian is the school mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and
beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, which is based on the author's own
experiences, coupled with poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art, chronicles
the contemporary adolescence of one Native American boy as he attempts to break away from the life
he was destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak, interviews with Sherman Alexie and Ellen
Forney, and four-color interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and collectors alike.
Visualities Jun 30 2022 In recent years, works by American Indian artists and filmmakers such as
Jaune Quick-To-See Smith, Edgar Heap of Birds, Sherman Alexie, Shelley Niro, and Chris Eyre have
illustrated the importance of visual culture as a means to mediate identity in contemporary Native
America. This insightful collection of essays explores how identity is created and communicated
through Native film-, video-, and art-making; what role these practices play in contemporary cultural
revitalization; and how indigenous creators revisit media pasts and resignify dominant discourses
through their work. Taking an interdisciplinary approach, Visualities: Perspectives on Contemporary
American Indian Film and Art draws on American Indian Studies, American Studies, Film Studies,
Cultural Studies, Women’s Studies, and Postcolonial Studies. Among the artists examined are Hulleah
J. Tsinhnahjinnie, Eric Gansworth, Melanie Printup Hope, Jolene Rickard, and George Longfish. Films
analyzed include Imprint, It Starts with a Whisper, Mohawk Girls, Skins, The Business of Fancydancing,
and a selection of Native Latin films.

The Twentieth-Century American Fiction Handbook Aug 28 2019 This student-friendly handbook
provides an engaging overview of American fiction over the twentieth century, with entries on the
important historical contexts and central issues, as well as the major texts and writers. Provides
extensive coverage of short stories and short story writers as well as novels and novelists Discusses
the cultural contexts and issues that shape the texts and their reputations Wide-ranging in scope,
including science fiction and recent Native American writing Featured writers range from Henry James
and Theodore Dresier to Toni Morrison, Don DeLillo, and Sherman Alexie Ideal student accompaniment
to courses in Twentieth-Century American Literature or Fiction
The Summer of Black Widows Jul 08 2020 Collection of poems revealing the spirit of North American
Indian attitudes on life, love, and other experiences.
One Stick Song May 06 2020 Presents a collection of poetry and prose reflecting on contemporary
Native American life.
The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven Sep 02 2022 Offers a fictional portrait of the
characters, language, traditions, and daily life of those living on the Spokane Indian Reservation
Cadenza Sep 21 2021 Poetry. Charles North's poetry has received numerous honors, including two
NEA grants and four Fund for Poetry Awards. In his new collection CANDENZA, he displays all the
qualities that made the Washington Post call him "one of the most memorable contemporary poeets.
"...In CANDENZA, he moves in, around, and about everyday life with an improvisatory elan that soon
becomes an almost familiar tune, sung to the friend you become every time you lend an ear. The
direction is true North; the vintage just right"--Charles Bernstein.
At the Helm of Twilight Jun 26 2019
War Dances Jun 18 2021 The bestselling, award-winning author’s “fiercely freewheeling collection of
stories and poems about the tragicomedies of ordinary lives” (O, The Oprah Magazine). Winner of the
PEN/Faulkner Award for Fiction, War Dances blends short stories, poems, call-and-response, and more
into something that only Sherman Alexie could have written. Ordinary men stand at the threshold of
profound change, from a story about a famous writer caring for a dying but still willful father, to the tale
of a young Indian boy who learns to value his own life by appreciating the deaths of others. Perceptions
change, too, as “Another Proclamation” casts a shadow over Abraham Lincoln’s Emancipation
Proclamation, and “Invisible Dog on a Leash” limns the heartbreak of shattered childhood illusions. And
nostalgia for antiquated technology is tenderly rendered in “Ode to Mix Tapes” and “Ode for Pay
Phones.” With his versatile voice, Alexie explores love, betrayal, fatherhood, alcoholism, and art in this
spirited, soulful, and endlessly entertaining collection, transcending genre boundaries to create
something truly unique. This ebook features an illustrated biography including rare photos from the
author’s personal collection.
Sherman Alexie Sep 09 2020 A collection of critical essays on the writing and films of American Indian
author Sherman Alexie.
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